LAUREL #845CT-PBA
7.5' Octagon Frame - Pacific Blue 9 oz. Marine Grade Acrylic Fabric

**AVAILABLE FRAME STYLES / CANOPY STYLES**

**845A: 7.5' OCTAGON**

**OPERATION:** Manual Lift
**HEIGHT:** 92" :A
**CLEARANCE:** 69" :B
**UPPER POLE:** 55" :C
**LOWER POLE:** 37" :D
**MAST DIAMETER:** 1.5"
**WEIGHT:** 15 lbs.

**845AT: 7.5' OCTAGON**

**OPERATION:** Manual Lift/Tilt
**HEIGHT:** 92" :A
**CLEARANCE:** 69" :B
**UPPER POLE:** 55" :C
**LOWER POLE:** 37" :D
**MAST DIAMETER:** 1.5"
**WEIGHT:** 17 lbs.

**845CT: 7.5' OCTAGON**

**OPERATION:** Crank/Tilt
**HEIGHT:** 98" :A
**CLEARANCE:** 75" :B
**UPPER POLE:** 61" :C
**LOWER POLE:** 37" :D
**MAST DIAMETER:** 1.5"
**WEIGHT:** 19 lbs.

**Standard Canopy Style:** Valance, No Vent

Umbrella Weight Tolerances +/- 5 lbs.  Actual Canopy Size +/- 5" Canopy size fluctuates based on the angle and tautness of the fabric.
FEATURES

Available frame options include:
- Manual Lift (No Tilt)
- Manual Lift with Push Button Tilt
- Crank Lift with Push Button Tilt

Superior 5mm steel ribs are supported by a 1.6 mm thick aluminum center pole on the crank lift, and a 1.3mm thick aluminum center pole on the manual lift, and manual lift with push button tilt.

1.375” diameter upper pole, 1.5” diameter lower pole provides incredible strength and durability.

Non-twisting end tips won’t tear through the fabric, or become loose, ensuring the canopy will always look its best.

Stainless steel hardware throughout.

Choose from 9 oz. Marine Grade Acrylic Fabric or Heavy Gauge Vinyl Material.